Muscle synergies during shifts of the center of pressure by standing persons: identification of muscle modes.
When a standing person performs a movement such that the center of gravity shifts, the activity of postural muscles adjusts to keep the balance. We assume that such adjustments are controlled using a small set of central variables, while each variable induces changes in the activity of a subgroup of postural muscles. The purpose of this study has been to identify such muscle groups (muscle modes or M-modes) and compare them across tasks and subjects. Four tasks required the subjects to release a load from extended arms leading to a center of pressure (COP) shift prior to the load release. The fifth task required an explicit COP shift by voluntary sway. Electromyographic activity of 11 postural muscles on one side of the body was integrated over a 100-ms interval corresponding to the early stage of the COP shift, and this integrated EMG activity was subjected to a principal component (PC) analysis across multiple repetitions of each task. Three PCs were identified and associated with a "push-back M-mode," a "push-forward M-mode," and a "mixed M-mode." Cluster analysis of the PC vectors across tasks and across subjects confirmed the existence of distinctive push-forward and push-back muscle groups. PC vectors were also compared across tasks and across subjects using cosines as a measure of colinearity between pairs of vectors. In general, M-modes were similar across both tasks and subjects. We conclude that shifts of the COP, whether implicit or explicit, are controlled using a small set of central variables associated with changes in the activity of robust subsets of postural muscles. These results can be used for future analysis of muscle synergies associated with postural tasks.